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Phase diagram of a two-dimensional system with a potential which stabilizes Kagome lattice is
calculated. It is shown that this system demonstrate a set of crystalline and the regions of stability
of these phases are calculated. The scenarios of melting of triangular and square crystals of the
system are determined.
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INTRODUCTION
Two-dimensional (2D) systems are of great interest
for many fundamental and technological issues. They
demonstrate some unusual features which make them
strongly different from the three-dimensional (3D) ones.
First of all, 2D systems do not have a genuine crystalline
phase. As it was pointed out by Pierls and Landau [1] and
then by Mermin [2], 2D crystals do not have long-range
translational order. The translational order in 2D crys-
tals is quasi long-ranged, i.e. the correlation functions
decay algebraically. At the same time the orientational
ordering of 2D crystals is long-ranged one, like in the case
of 3D space.
This difference between 2D and 3D crystals leads to
difference in the melting mechanisms. While in 3D melt-
ing is the first order phase transition, at least three dif-
ferent scenarios of melting of 2d crystals are widely dis-
cussed at the moment (see Ref. [3] for review of the
problem). First, a 2D crystal can melt via the first or-
der phase transition, as a 3D crystals do. The second
scenario is a so-called Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless-
Halperin-Nelson-Young (BKTHNY) melting [4–10]. In
this scenario, melting proceeds via two stages. At the
first step the orientational order transforms from long-
range to quasi-long range, while the translational order
becomes short range. It results in a phase which is neither
solid, not isotropic liquid, since it demonstrates orienta-
tional ordering. This phase is called hexatic phase. At
the second step of the melting process the hexatic phase
looses the quasi-long-range orientational order and trans-
forms into isotropic liquid. Importantly, both transitions
in BKTHNY scenario are continuous infinite order tran-
sitions, i.e., all derivatives of the free energy are continu-
ous at these transitions. Finally, one more scenario was
proposed recently [11–13]. According to this scenario,
melting of a 2D crystal proceeds via two transitions, but
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while the transition from crystal to hexatic phase is a
continuous transitions, the hexatic phase transforms into
the isotropic liquid by the first order phase transition.
Below we refer to this melting scenario as ’the third sce-
nario’.
From the discussion above we see that melting of 2D
crystals is a complex problem. At the same time the vari-
ability of crystalline structures in 2D space is much lesser
then in 3D one: until recently it was supposed that 2D
systems form a triangular crystalline structure only. The
first study which attracted a lot of attention to forma-
tion of other type of crystalline structures in 2D space is
the discovery of graphene [14]. Later on more complex
structures were discovered in 2D and quasi-2D systems,
for instance, square ice is formed when water is confined
between two graphene planes [15], the square phase of
2D iron was discovered in a slit pore with graphene walls
[16]. Many complex structures were observed in a system
of colloidal particles in a magnetic field in the work [17],
However, up to now experimental observation of non-
triangular 2D crystals is rather rare.
Surprisingly, many 2D systems which demonstrate
non-triangular crystalline structures are obtained in com-
puter simulation. The publications which report differ-
ent types of crystalline and quasi-crystalline structures
are numerous (see, for instance, [18–31] and references
therein). Because of this one can expect that further ex-
perimental studies will led us to find more experimental
2D systems with complex phases.
A particular class of the models, which can demon-
strate complex phase diagrams in the so-called ’core-
softened systems’, which are characterized by softening
of the repulsive part of the interaction potential [32]. De-
pending on the shape of the potential core-softened sys-
tems can demonstrate complex phase diagrams (see Ref.
[33] for review of the works on the phase diagrams of the
core-softened systems). In our recent work a model core-
softened system (Repulsive Shoulder System (RSS)) was
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U(r)/ε =
(
d
r
)n
+ 0.5 (1− tanh(k(r − σ))) , (1)
where n = 14, k = 10 and the parameter σ determines
the width of the repulsive shoulder of the potential. The
phase diagram of RSS in both 3D and 2D was studied (see
[34–38] for 3D and [21–25] for the 2D phase diagrams).
It was shown that in both 3D and 2D this system is char-
acterized by very complex phase diagrams. In particular,
in 2D case the system with σ1/σ = 1.35 demonstrates a
square crystal and a dodecagonal quasicrystalline phase
[25].
A generalization of this system was proposed in Ref.
[39]. By adding an attractive well to the potential (SRS -
attractive well system - SRS-AW) we obtained a system
with a potential with both repulsive step and attractive
well:
U(r)/ε =
(
d
r
)n
+
2∑
i=1
(1− tanh(ki(r − σi))) . (2)
In Refs. [39–42] we investigated the phase diagram of
3D SRS-AW system at different parameters of the poten-
tial.
The results of exploration of both SRS and SRS-AW
systems showed that the phase diagrams of these systems
are very sensitive to the parameters of the potential. Be-
cause of this other groups of researchers decided to use
this potential to an inverse problem: given a particular
structure they aim find parameters of SRS-AW poten-
tial which can stabilize it. In Ref. [43] a method to
solve this problem was proposed. The authors proposed
a scheme to compare the chemical potentials of different
crystalline structures at zero temperature and given pres-
sure and employed this scheme to find a potential (not
of SRS-AW form) which stabilize a diamond structure.
The same method was applied to the SRS-AW potential
to stabilize different 3D and 2D structures in the works
[44–46]. In particular, in Ref. [46] a parameterizations
of the SRS-AW potential which stabilizes the Kagome
lattice was proposed. Later on the properties of this par-
ticular system were investigated in Ref. [47]. All phases
presented in the system were identified. However, the
complete phase diagram of has not been constructed.
The goal of the present paper is to calculate the phase
diagram of 2D SRS-AW system with the parameters
which stabilize Kagome lattice. We find all structures
existing in the system and calculate the regions of their
stability in the density-temperature plane. We also dis-
cuss the scenarios of melting of the low-density triangular
phase and the square phase of the system.
A 0.01978
n 5.49978
λ1 -0.06066
k1 2.53278
d1 1.94071
λ2 1.06271
k2 1.73321
d2 1.04372
rc 3.0
P 0.007379
Q 0.04986
R -0.085054
TABLE I: The potential parameters 3 used in the present
study.
SYSTEMS AND METHODS
In this work we investigate the SRS-AW system (Eq.
2) with parametrization which stabilizes Kagome lattice
[46]. In order to employ this parametrization, we rewrite
the potential in the form of Ref. [46]:
U(r)/ε = A
(σ
r
)n
+
2∑
i=1
λi (1− tanh(ki(r/σ − di)))+Ushift
(3)
where Ushift = Pr
2 + Qr + R is used to make both the
potential and its first and second derivatives continuous
at cut-off distance rc. The parameters of the potential
are given in Table I. The parameters σ and ε are used
as the units of length and energy. All other quantities
are expressed basing on these parameters. Only these
dimensionless units are used throughout the paper.
We study the behavior of the system by means of
molecular dynamics method. The system is simulated in
a rectangular (or square depending on the phase simu-
lated) box with periodic boundary conditions. We follow
the same methodology that was used in Refs. [20, 48],
i.e. firstly we study a small system of 4000 particles in
a wide range of densities in order to get a rough esti-
mation of the phase diagram. After that we simulate
a larger system of 20000 particles in order to estab-
lish the melting scenarios of the low-density triangular
phase and 22500 particles for the square phase. In all
cases the system was simulated for 5 · 107 steps with
the time step dt = 0.001. First 2 · 107 steps were dis-
carder from the analysis and used for equilibration of
the system. At the last 3 · 107 the properties of the
system were calculated. We calculated the equations of
state (EOS), i.e. the dependence of pressure on density
at fixed temperature. The structure of the system was
probed by radial distribution functions (RDFs) g(r) and
diffraction patterns (DP). The latter were calculated as
3S(k) =< 1N
(∑N
i cos(kri)
)2
+
(∑N
i sin(kri)
)2
>.
RDFs and DPs give enough information to find out the
structure of the system. However, they do not allow to
establish the melting scenarios. In the present work we
combine several methods to make a justified conclusion
on the melting scenario. Firstly, we monitor the EOS
of the system. If a first order transition takes place in
the system, the EOS demonstrates a Mayer-Wood loop.
Indeed, such a loop can appear even in the case of the
second order phase transition [49]. However, we are not
aware of any melting scenario which involves a second or-
der transition. The BKT-type transitions which appear
in BKTHNY and in the third scenarios are of infinite
order, and no loop on the equation of state can appear
in this case. Because of this we consider the presence of
a loop as an evidence of the presence of the first order
phase transition [48].
We also analyze the orientational and translational or-
der parameters of the system. The local orientational
order parameter (OOP) is defined as [8, 9, 50, 51]:
ψ6(ri) =
1
n(i)
n(i)∑
j=1
einθij , (4)
where θij is the angle of the vector between particles i
and j with respect to the reference axis. The sum over j
counts n(i) nearest-neighbors of j. Voronoi construction
is used to find the nearest neighbors of a particle.
The global OOP is obtained by averaging of the local
OOP over the whole system:
Ψ6 =
1
N
〈∣∣∣∣∣∑
i
ψ6(ri)
∣∣∣∣∣
〉
. (5)
The translational order parameter is defined as [8, 9,
50, 51]:
ΨT =
1
N
〈∣∣∣∣∣∑
i
eiGri
∣∣∣∣∣
〉
, (6)
where ri is the position of i-tj particle and G is the
reciprocal-lattice vector of the first shell of the crystal
lattice.
Further analysis of ordering in the system is under-
taken by calculations of correlation functions of OOP
and TOP. The orientational correlation function (OCF)
is calculated as:
g6(r) =
〈Ψ6(r)Ψ∗6(0)〉
g(r)
, (7)
where g(r) =< δ(ri)δ(rj) > is RDF of the system. In the
case of crystal the OCF has a flat shape, i.e. it does not
decay at the scale of the sample. In the hexatic phase
the long-range behavior of g6(r) has the form g6(r) ∝
r−η6 with η6 ≤ 14 [8, 9]. In isotropic liquid OCF decays
exponentially.
The translational correlation function (TCF) is defined
as
gT (r) =
< exp(iG(ri − rj)) >
g(r)
, (8)
where r = |ri − rj |. In the solid phase the long-range
behavior of GT (r) has the form gT (r) ∝ r−ηT with ηT ≤
1
3 , i.e. it decays algebraically [8, 9]. In the hexatic phase
and isotropic liquid gT decays exponentially, i.e. these
phases demonstrate short-range translational order only.
The combination of EOS with analysis of order param-
eters and their correlation functions allows to distinguish
between the three melting scenarios unambiguously.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section we calculate the phase diagram of the
system under investigation. As it has been mentioned
above, all phases presented in the system have been iden-
tified in Ref. [47], but the authors have not calculated
the complete regions of stability of these phases. Going
from low density to high one, one observes the following
sequence of phases: fluid→ hexatic→ low density trian-
gular solid → hexatic → square solid (possibly with the
advent of tetratic phase) → dimers (or pairs in terms of
Ref. [47]) → oblique crystal (stripe phase) → Kagome
lattice → high density triangular crystal. Fig. 1 shows
the whole phase diagram obtained in the present study.
Below we discuss the properties of all phases and the
transition lines in more detail.
The first crystal structure which appears in the sys-
tem is the low-density triangular phase. As the density
increases it transforms into the square crystal. We will
discuss the properties of these phases in more detail be-
low.
The next structure after the square crystal is a phase
of dimers (or pairs). The mechanisms of formation of this
phase are discussed in Ref. [47]. It is also shown in the
same publication that the centers of mass of the dimers
form a stretched hexagonal lattice. Fig. 2 (a) and (b)
show a snapshot of the phase of dimers and a diffraction
pattern of the same phase. The diffraction pattern shows
clear hexagonal features, which confirms the conclusions
of Ref. [47].
When the density increases the phase of dimers trans-
forms into stripe phase. The structure of the stripe phase
was identified in our recent publication [53]: the stripe
phase is an oblique crystal. The primitive vectors of this
phase are of different length and the angle between these
vectors is about 40 degrees. The mechanisms of trans-
formation of the dimers into stripes were revealed in Ref.
[47]. Since dimers and stripes were widely discussed in
the recent papers [47, 53] we do not discuss these phases
4FIG. 1: Phase diagram of the system. The phases are de-
noted by numbers. 1 - low-density triangular phase, 2 - square
phase, 3 - dimers (pairs), 4 - oblique crystal (stripe phase), 5
- Kagome lattice, 6 - high-density triangular crystal.
FIG. 2: (a) A snaphot of the system at T = 0.012 and ρ = 0.7
(phase of dimers). (b) Diffraction pattern at the same point.
FIG. 3: The phase diagram of the system in the vicinity of
the phase of dimers (3) and stripes (4).
in detail here, but give the limits of stability of these
phases only (Fig. 3). Interestingly, the phase of dimers
is stable at low temperatures only. The oblique crystal
is stable up to much higher temperatures. Because of
this it coexists with dimers at low temperature and with
liquid at the higher one.
At higher densities the stripe phase transforms into
Kagome lattice which on further densification experi-
ences a transition into high-density triangular phase. The
Kagome phase is stable in a rather wide range of densi-
ties. Although Kagome lattice is very unusual for one
component systems, it can be observed in complex col-
loidal systems [54]. In this respect it is of special interest
to find out the mechanisms responsible for the formation
of the Kagome lattice. However, this problem is far from
being solved.
Having identified all structures in the system, we turn
to more detailed investigation of melting lines of the low-
density triangular and square phases. First we consider
the low-density triangular phase. This phase is stud-
ied with the system of 20000 particles. Fig. 4 shows
the equation of state, TCF and OCF of this system at
the low-density branch of the melting line at T = 0.02.
One can see that the EOS demonstrates a Mayer-Wood
loop, i.e., first order transition takes place in the system.
In order to distinguish between the first and the third
scenarios we calculate the orientational and translational
correlations functions. From these plots one can see that,
if one goes from higher densities to the lower ones, the
crystal looses its stability to the hexatic phase prior to
the Mayer-Wood loop, i.e., there is a continuous transi-
tion from crystal to the hexatic phase, and, therefore, the
5loop corresponds to the first-order transition between the
hexatic phase and isotropic liquid. Therefore, the third
scenarios is realized in this case.
The behavior of the melting line at the high-density
branch of the melting line of the low-density triangular
crystal is different. In this case we do not observe the
Mayer-Wood loop (Fig. 5), and therefore the melting
appears via BKTHNY scenario. The limits of stability
of the crystal and hexatic phase are calculated from the
TCF and OCF functions.
The phase diagram in the vicinity of the low-density
triangular phase is shown in Fig. 6.
In our previous publications we studied the Hertz sys-
tem, which is characterized by the interaction potential
U(r) = ε(r−σ)α, if r < σ and zero otherwise. We found
that in the case of α = 5/2 there are two tricritical points
on the melting line of the low-density triangular phase
[20]. One of them is at the maximum of the melting line
and another one is on the high-density branch. In the
case of α = 7/2 a single tricritical point at the low den-
sity branch is observed [48]. The low-density triangular
phase of the RSS-AW system melts via the third scenario
at the low-density branch and the BKTHNY scenario at
the high-density branch. However, we do not find the
second tricritical point in the RSS-AW system. There-
fore, the melting behavior of the low-density triangular
phase of SRR-AW system is similar, but not equivalent
to the one of the Hertzian spheres with α = 5/2.
The same calculations are performed for the square
phase. A system of 22500 particles in a square box is
used in this case. Fig. 7 shows the behavior of the system
across the melting line of the square phase at T = 0.012.
One can see that there is no Mayer-Wood loop on the
equation of state. At the same time the gt−sq and g4 cri-
teria give different transition points. Because of this we
conclude that the system melts via BKTHNY scenario.
However, the high-density branch of the square crystal
behaves differently (Fig. 8). First of all, there is a clear
Mayer-Wood loop, therefore, first order phase transition
takes place in the system. The limit of stability of the
crystal with respect to the tetratic phase preempts the
first order transition points, while the limit of stability of
the tetratic phase with respect to the liquid obtained on
the basis of OCF criterion is inside the loop. Therefore,
the third scenario takes place in the system.
We conclude that the melting line of the square crystal
consists of BKTHNY part at the low-density branch and
the third scenario at the high density one. The tricritical
point is at the maximum of the melting line. The part of
the phase diagram in the vicinity of the square crystal is
shown in Fig. 9.
CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have studied the phase diagram of the
SRS-AW system with parametrization which stabilizes
Kagome lattice. We confirmed the sequence of phases
which was found in Ref. [47] and for the first time calcu-
lated the complete phase diagram. We studied in details
the melting line of the low-density triangular and square
phases. Both of these phases demonstrate two different
melting scenarios with tricritical points at the maximum
of the melting line. In the case of the low-denisty tri-
angular phase the low-density branch of the melting line
proceeds by the third scenario, while the high density
one - via BKTHNY scenario. In the case of the square
phase the situation is reversed: the low density branch
proceeds via BKTHNY scenario, while the high-density
one by the third scenario.
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7FIG. 4: (a) Equation of state of the system at T = 0.02 in
the region of the low-density branch of the melting line of the
low-density triangular crystal. (b) TCF in the same region.
(c) OCF in the same region. The vertical lines at panel (a)
show the limit of stability of the crystal with respect to the
hexatic phase (ψT ) and the limit of stability of the hexatic
phase with respect to the isotropic liquids (ψ6).
8FIG. 5: (a) Equation of state of the system at T = 0.02 in
the region of the high-density branch of the melting line of the
low-density triangular crystal. (b) TCF in the same region.
(c) OCF in the same region. The vertical lines at panel (a)
show the limit of stability of the crystal with respect to the
hexatic phase (ψT ) and the limit of stability of the hexatic
phase with respect to the isotropic liquids (ψ6).
9FIG. 6: A part of the phase diagram in the vicinity of the
low-density triangular phase. The line MW means the melt-
ing points obtained from the Mayer-Wood loop. the lines g6
and gT mark the limits of stability of the hexatic phase with
respect to liquid and the crystal with respect to the hexatic
phase obtained from OCF and TCF respectively. The inset
enlarges the left branch at T = 0.03. From this inset one can
see that going from the higher density to the lower through the
melting line firstly the crystal transforms into hexatic phase
and then the hexatic phase transforms into liquid through
the first order transition, because the point of the g6 line is
in between of the MW line points.
10
FIG. 7: (a) Equation of state of the system at T = 0.012 in
the region of the low-density branch of the melting line of the
square crystal. (b) TCF in the same region. (c) OCF in the
same region. The vertical lines at panel (a) show the limit
of stability of the crystal with respect to the tetratic phase
(ψt−sq) and the limit of stability of the tetratic phase with
respect to the isotropic liquids (ψ4).
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FIG. 8: (a) Equation of state of the system at T = 0.012
in the region of the high-density branch of the melting line of
the square crystal. (b) TCF in the same region. (c) OCF in
the same region. The vertical lines at panel (a) show the limit
of stability of the crystal with respect to the tetratic phase
(ψt−sq) and the limit of stability of the tetratic phase with
respect to the isotropic liquids (ψ4).
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FIG. 9: A part of the phase diagram in the vicinity of the
square crystal. The line MW means the melting points ob-
tained from the Mayer-Wood loop. The lines g4 and gt−sq
mark the limits of stability of the hexatic phase with respect
to liquid and the crystal with respect to the hexatic phase
obtained from OCF and TCF respectively.
